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Unit 1: The Nature of Science
THE BIG

 What is science?

Lesson 1: What kinds of skills do scientists use?

Lesson 2: How do scientists fi nd answers?

Lesson 3:  How do scientists collect and share data?

Unit 2: Technology and Tools
THE BIG

 How do people solve problems?

Lesson 1: How do people design new things?

Lesson 2: How do we use tools and machines?

Li
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Unit 3: Plants and Animals
THE BIG   How do plants and animals live 

in their habitats?

Lesson 1: What are some parts of animals?

Lesson 2: What are the parts of plants?

Lesson 3: Where do plants and animals live?

Unit 4: Body and Growth
THE BIG

 How do we grow and change?

Lesson 1:  What are the stages of human 
development?

Lesson 2:  How do some parts of our bodies change 
as we grow?
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rt
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Unit 5: Earth’s Materials
THE BIG

 What is Earth made of?

Lesson 1:  What are some kinds of land and water?

Lesson 2: How can people help protect Earth?

Unit 6: The Solar System
THE BIG   What are the sun, moon, and 

planets like?

Lesson 1: What is the sun?

Lesson 2: What are the moon and stars?

Lesson 3: What is the solar system?

Unit 7: Weather
THE BIG   How does weather change 

over time?

Lesson 1: How can you describe the weather?

Lesson 2: How can you measure weather?

Lesson 3:  How can you stay safe in severe weather?
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Unit 8: Matter
THE BIG

 What is matter?

Lesson 1: What are solids, liquids, and gases?

Lesson 2:  What are some ways matter can change?

Lesson 3: How can water change?

Unit 9: Energy, Motion, and Force
THE BIG   How do energy and forces make 

objects move?

Lesson 1: What is sound? 

Lesson 2: What are motion and force?

Lesson 3: What are magnets?



Scope and Sequence xi

I will learn... Key Words

• how to use science skills. •  senses, experiment, results, observe, predict

•  why scientists repeat investigations. •  investigate, conclusion, height, measurement, hypothesis

•  how to record and show data. •  data, granite, basalt, pumice

•  how people design new things. •  goal, material, soft, hard, light, heavy

•  how tools and simple machines work and how body 
parts can function as tools.

•  simple machine, lever, wedge, pulley, inclined plane

•  what animals need and how they use their 
body parts to meet their needs.

•  beak, camoufl age, claws, spikes, horns, poison

•  the different parts of seed plants. •  nutrients, roots, soil, stem, seeds, cone

•  that plants and animals live in habitats that 
meet their needs.

•  habitat, stalk, hump

•  the different stages of human development. •  development, physical, mental, infancy, coordination, 
childhood, adolescence, adulthood, maturity

•  how some of my body parts change as I get older. •  oxygen, skeleton, joint, contracting, relaxing

•  about land and water and Earth. •  landform, ocean, lake, pond, stream, glacier

•  about ways to protect Earth. •  pollution, reduce, reuse, recycle, refuge

•  what the sun is and why we need it. •  sun, light, heat, sunrise, noon, sunset

•  what stars are and what the moon is like. •  star, constellation, crater, phase

•  what objects make up the solar system. •  orbit, solar system

•  how to describe different kinds of weather. •  temperature, precipitation, hail, sleet, drought

•  how to measure different kinds of weather. •  wind, anemometer, rain gauge, wind vane, thermometer

•  how to stay safe in severe weather. •  severe weather, thunderstorm, thunder, lightning

•  that matter can be a solid, a liquid, or a gas. •  state of matter, solid, liquid, gas

•  that matter can be changed in many ways. •  physical change, clay, dough, mixture, evaporate

•  that water can be a solid, a liquid, or a gas. •  matter, volume

•  what causes sound and what pitch and volume are. •  vibrate, pitch, volume

•  that forces change the way objects move. •  motion, zigzag, push, pull, force

•  that magnets can push or pull some metal objects. •  attract, repel, pole



Unit

1

4 Unit 1

how to use science skills.
why scientists repeat 
investigations.
how to record and 
show data.

I will learnWhat is science?

1  Look and label the five senses. Then name 
the five sense organs. 

2  Look at the picture and circle T (true) or F (false).

smell hearing touch sight taste

3  With the class, say which senses you can use to decide if each 
statement in activity 2 is true or false.

Think!
What makes this 
boy a scientist?

1. The trees produce a lot of apples. T / F
2. Many of the apples are ripe. T / F
3. The trees are not healthy. T / F
4. It is winter. T / F

The Nature of Science



Unit 1 5

Lesson 1 . What kinds of skills 
do scientists use?  

1  Read and complete the statements.

Different Ways to Learn
Scientists learn about the world around them. They use their senses.
Scientists do experiments to learn. They carry out experiments again 

and again to make sure they get the same results.
Scientists learn from each other, too. They ask each other, “How do you 

know?” and share what they learn. They give answers. They tell how they know.

experiments    each other    senses

Key  Words
senses
experiment
results

observe
predict

2  Read and match the questions with their answers.

1. Why do scientists repeat 
their experiments?

To help answer each 
other’s questions.

To make sure the 
results are the same.

To learn about the 
world around them.

3. Why do scientists 
share what they learn?

2. Why do scientists 
use their senses?

Scientists carry out Scientists use their Scientists learn from 
.

Let’s Explore! Lab



3  Read, look, and mark (✓) the ripe apples. Then answer the questions.

Observe
Scientists observe to find out about the world. You 

observe when you use your senses to find out about 
something. We have five senses: smell, hearing, 
touch, sight, and taste. We use a different part of our 
body for each sense. We use our nose for smell, our 
ears for hearing, our hands or fingers for touch, our 
eyes for sight, and our tongue for taste.

How do you know when an apple is ripe? You 
might look at the color. Some people tap it to hear 
how it sounds. You might feel it and smell it, too. You 
will know if it is ripe when you taste it!

1. Give a reason for your choice.

2. What sense or senses did you use to make your decision? 

4  How do you know this apple tree is healthy? Read, look, and say 
with a partner.

Predict
Scientists use what they observe to predict. You 

predict when you tell what you think will happen.
How might scientists predict how many apples 

will grow? They can think about how many 
apples grew the year before.

6 Unit 1

✓

I Will Know...



5  Read and underline four ways to classify apples.

6  Are red apples as sweet as green apples? 
How do you know? Read and say with a partner.

Classify
Scientists classify, or put things in groups. Scientists 

might classify kinds of apples by taste, shape, and 
color. There are many different kinds of apples. How do 
you know what kinds of apples are the smallest? You 
might group apples by size.

Compare and Contrast
Scientists compare and contrast 

what they observe, too. They tell 
what is the same. They tell what 
is different.

7  With a partner, select two different types of apples. Draw and label 

1. Apple A / B is sweeter.
2. Apple A / B is heavier.

3. Apple A / B is harder.
4. Apple A / B has a stronger smell.

Apple A: Apple B: 

Granny Smith

vs.

Red Delicious

vs.

Unit 1 7Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 1 Check

them. Then compare them using your senses and circle the answer.  



Lesson 2 . How do scientists find 
answers?  

1  Read. Then order the steps for carrying 
out investigations.

Repeat Investigations
Scientists learn about the world around them. First, they ask questions. 

Then they investigate. You investigate when you look for answers. 
Scientists repeat investigations before they draw conclusions. A conclusion 

is what you decide after you think about all you know. You should be able to 
draw similar conclusions when you repeat an investigation. 

For example, one scientist measures the height of the tallest tree in a 
forest. Others repeat the measurement. They get similar answers. They draw 
a conclusion.

investigate
conclusion
height
measurement 
hypothesis

Key  Words

investigate ask questions draw conclusions

repeat investigations

2  What do you think the scientist in this picture is studying? Why? Look 
and talk about the question with the class.

Scientists draw conclusions 
from what they learn when 
they investigate.

8 Unit 1 Let’s Explore! Lab
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3  Read, look, and follow the instructions.
1. Circle the question.
2. Underline the hypothesis.
3. Label the pots water and no water.

Scientific Methods
Scientific methods are ways of finding answers. Scientists use scientific 

methods when they do experiments. Scientific methods can have these 
steps. Sometimes scientists do the steps in a different order. Scientists do not 
always do all of the steps.

Ask a question.
Ask a question that 
you want answered.

Make a hypothesis.
A hypothesis is a 
possible answer to 
your question.

Plan a fair test.
Change only one thing. 
Keep everything else the 
same. Record your steps. 
Someone else should get 
the same answer if they 
follow your steps.

Do seeds need 

water to grow?

The seeds that are 
watered will grow 
because seeds 
need water.

1 2

1
2

Unit 1 9I Will Know...



4  Read and match the headings with the corresponding information.

5  Look and draw what you think happened to the seedlings.

Do your test. Collect and 
record your data.

Tell your conclusion.

Think!
If someone else follows the steps of this 
investigation and gets a different result, 
what might you conclude?

waterno water

1

Think about the results of 
your test. Decide if your 
hypothesis is supported 
or not supported. Tell 
what you decide.

Test your 
hypothesis. 
Repeat your test. 
See if your results 
are the same.

Keep records of 
what you observe. 
Use words, 
numbers, or 
drawings to help.

10 Unit 1 Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 2 Check



Unit 1 11

Lesson 3 . How do scientists collect 
and share data? 

1  Look and circle the words that describe the rocks.

Key  Words

data
granite

basalt
pumice

rough
smooth

sharp

rounded

small tall

jagged large

2  Read and circle T (true) or F (false).

Collect Data
Scientists collect data to learn new things. Data is what you observe with 

your senses. Scientists record what they observe and measure. Scientists 
make conclusions from data and from what they already know.
1. Scientists collect data using their senses. T / F
2. Scientists use data to make conclusions. T / F
3. Scientists only make conclusions from data. T / F

3  Look at the picture and circle one thing 
you can conclude about the rocks.

1. The rocks are very light. 

2. The rocks are smooth because of the 
ocean water.

3. Many animals live under the rocks.

Let’s Explore! Lab



4  Read and measure the width of the rocks. Write the data in centimeters.

Record Data
Scientists record what they 

observe and measure. They look 
at the data carefully. Scientists 
can learn new things when they 
record data. 

You can measure how wide 
each rock is with a ruler. One 
way to record data is in graphs 
and charts.

Observe and 
Compare
Find three leaves in 
your neighborhood. 
Look at them carefully. 
Compare the shapes 
and colors. Measure 
them in inches and 
centimeters. 

12 Unit 1 I Will Know...



5  Read and fill in the table for each rock. Use your data from page 12.

Tables, Charts, and Graphs
Scientists use tables, charts, and graphs to record data. These help 

scientists to organize data. 
Tables show data in rows and columns, while charts and graphs show 

data graphically. There are many different types of charts and graphs, but 
they all help scientists make comparisons and find patterns more easily. 
Sometimes they learn what is the same. Sometimes they learn what is 
different.

granite

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

basalt
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Comparing Rocks

pumice

6  Fill in the bar graph for each rock. Then answer the question.

Which rock is the widest? 

Comparing Rocks

Rock Width

Granite

Basalt

Pumice

Unit 1 13Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 3 Check



Let’s Investigate!
What skills do scientists use?
1. Write salt water on one plastic cup and 

plain water on the other, using a marker.
2. Stir 1 spoonful of salt into the salt cup.
3. Put 1 ice cube in each cup. Start the timer.
4. Check the timer when the first ice cube 

melts. Record your data in the table.
5. Check the timer when the second ice cube 

melts. Record your data.

Materials

2 plastic cups 
with water

2 ice cubes

timer
salt

spoon

Ice Cube Data

Time to Melt (minutes)

Plain water

Salt water

salt water plain water

14 Unit 1 Let’s Investigate! Lab



Unit 1

Review

Got it? Quiz Got it? Self Assessment

Lesson 3

How do scientists collect and share data?
3  Look at the bar graph and answer the question.

Lesson 1

What kinds of skills do scientists use?
1  Circle the correct answer.

You when you use your senses to find out something.
a) record     b) repeat     c) observe 

Lesson 2

How do scientists find answers?
2  Circle why scientists repeat investigations.

1. To use their senses.
2. To find different answers. 
3. To find similar results.

1. Which flower is the widest? 
2. Which flower is the least wide? 

What is science?

lily daisy
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er

 (c
m

)

tulip

1

2

3

4

5

6
Comparing Flowers

Unit 1 15



Unit

2
Technology and Tools

  how people design new 
things.
  how tools and simple 
machines work and how 
body parts can function 
as tools.

I will learnHow do people 
solve problems?

1  Look and label the objects. 

screw   wagon   earmuffs  
scarf   shovel   pulley

2  How do you use each object? Say with a partner. 
3  Draw a technology that you use.

Think!
How do computers 
help you?

16 Unit 



Lesson 1 . How do people design new things? 

1  Read and circle T (true) or F (false).

A Problem and a Goal
Engineers think about a problem that they need 

to solve. Then they set a goal to find a solution to 
the problem. A goal is something you want to do.

Chester Greenwood lived a long time ago in 
Maine. Chester had a problem. His ears got very 
cold in the winter. He set a goal. He wanted to 
find a way to keep his ears warm.

 goal
 material
 soft
 hard
 light
 heavy

Key  Words

Maine can get very cold 
in the winter.

1. Engineers find a solution before they set a goal. T / F
2. Engineers set goals to solve problems. T / F
3. Chester wanted to invent something to keep his hands warm. T / F

Unit  17

2  With a partner, think of a problem you want to solve. Write your goal.  

Let’s Explore! Lab



I don’t have enough time in the day 
to do everything. I need a pair of 
shoes that can help me move 
around more quickly!

Make wire loops.Sew covers around 
wire loops.

Cover loops.

4   Read and draw something that can solve the problem.

3   Number the pictures (1–3) to show the order of Chester’s plan.

Plan and Draw
Engineers plan and draw before they make 

new things. Sometimes they plan and draw 
more than once. 

Chester Greenwood planned to use a heavy 
wool scarf to stay warm. He tied it around his 
head. It kept his ears warm. However, the wool 
scarf was very itchy.

Chester wanted to find a better solution 
to his problem. Chester planned again. He 
planned to make earflaps to cover his ears.

18 Unit I Will Know...



5   Read and mark (✓) the materials that keep 
your ears warm.

Choose Materials
Engineers choose materials to make new 

things. A material is what something is made of. 
Materials can be very different. Some materials 
are soft. Other materials are hard. Some 
materials are light. Other materials are heavy.

cotton

fleece

corduroy

rubber

6   Read and circle the best material for each item.
1. What is the best material for making a raincoat?

   cotton      rubber      corduroy   

2. What is the best material for making a pair of shorts for summer?
   rubber      cotton      fleece   

3. What is the best material for making a hat for skiing in the winter?
   cotton      fleece      rubber   

Different Designs
Find out about two 
kinds of shoes. 
How do you use the 
shoes? Tell how the 
designs are different.

Unit  19



7  Read and underline why Chester changed his design.

Make and Test
Engineers make and test the solution to their problem. They 

want to find out how well their design works. Sometimes they 
change their design. They do this to make their design better. 

Chester made oval loops out of wire. Then he covered the 
loops with soft materials. Chester’s earflaps kept his ears 
warm. However, Chester wanted to find a better way to keep 
the earflaps in place. He changed his design. He made his 
design better by adding a flat steel spring to fit over his head. 
This kept the earflaps in place over his ears.

8   Read and write headband or earflap to label the parts of 
the picture.

Record and Share
Engineers record what 

they have done. They write 
about their designs. They 
draw and label their designs, 
too. Recording helps them 
remember what they have done. 
Sometimes engineers share 
what they have done 
with others.

This girl is wearing earmuffs.

20 Unit Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 1 Check



Lesson 2 . How do we use tools and machines?

1   Look at the picture of the treehouse and circle 
the tools you think helped to build it.

  simple machine
 lever
 wedge
  pulley
 inclined plane

Key  Words

treehouse

2   Read and draw an object that screws hold together.

screw

saw

shovel pulley

Tools and Machines
Suppose you want to move an object. You 

might use a tool to help you. A machine is a 
tool that can make work easier. Sometimes 
tools and machines can do things that your 
body cannot do on its own. 

A simple machine is a tool with few or no 
moving parts. A screw is a simple machine. 
A screw holds things together.

Unit  21Let’s Explore! Lab



3   Read, look, and label the pictures.

pulley   inclined plane

4   Look and match the task to the correct machine.

a) move a heavy box

b) move a wheelchair

c) move a shopping cart

d) move a pile of books

Simple Machines
There are many different kinds of tools and 

machines. Levers and wedges are simple 
machines. Pulleys and inclined planes are 
simple machines, too.

Pulleys move an object up, down, or 
sideways. An inclined plane is flat. 
It is higher at one end than at the other. 
An inclined plane makes it easier to 
move things.

inclined plane

trolley

22 Unit I Will Know...



5   Read, underline the body parts in the text, and label the pictures.

      Tool Body Part

1.  A lever is a tool. A lever can 
move things. A shovel is a 
lever. It can move dirt. You can 
use your arms as levers. You 
can use your arms to pick 
things up.

2.  Tongs are made of two levers. 
Tongs can grasp objects. You 
can use your hands as two 
levers. You can use your hands 
to grasp a ball.

3.  A wedge is a tool. A wedge 
can push things apart. A knife 
is a wedge. You can use your 
teeth as a wedge. You can use 
your teeth to cut and chew 
food.

shovel

tongs

knife

Think!
What other body 
parts can you use 
as tools?

Unit  23



6   Read and underline two ways animals 
use their body parts as tools.

Animal Body Parts as Tools
Think about different animals. Animals use 

body parts as tools. Gophers use their claws 
to dig into the ground. Woodpeckers use 
their beaks to drill into trees. Animals use their 
body parts to do work.

1.  The beaver has long front 
teeth. It uses its teeth as a 
____________ to cut into 
wood.

2. 

7  Read, look, and fill in the blanks.

levers   wedge

Tools in Nature
Draw an animal 
body part. Tell how 
it is like a tool. Tell 
how it is different 
from a tool.

24 Unit 

 The blue jay uses its beak to 
hold on to food. Its beak is 
like two _____________.



9   Draw an animal that uses its body parts as tools. Tell how.

1.  The sea turtle uses its flippers 
as shovels, or as levers.

2.  Badger claws are like wedges. 
The claws help the badger dig 
into the ground.

8   Read, look, and circle the part of the animal that is used as a tool. 
Then match the animals to the corresponding tools. 

Unit  25Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 2 Check



Let’s Investigate!
How can a machine ring a bell?

1.  Design a way to ring a bell from one 
meter away. Use two simple machines.

2.  Draw your plan in your notebook. Then 
use the space below to draw your final 
plan.

3.  Record what materials you will use.
4.  Test your design. My design (did / did 

not) ring the bell.
5.  Evaluate your design. How could you 

redesign your machine to ring the bell 
better?

Materials

marble bell 

common objects

meterstick

My Final Plan

26 Unit Let’s Investigate! Lab



Lesson 2

How do we use tools and machines?
3  Look and number the pictures.

4  What tools does a bird’s beak act like?
a) wedges   b) pulleys    c) levers

Lesson 1

How do people design new things?
1  Read and circle the correct answer.

 Chester Greenwood wanted to find a way to keep 
his ears warm. He set a _____.
a) problem     b) record      c) goal

2   Circle the earmuffs that you 
want to wear in the snow. 

How do people 
solve problems?

Unit 2

Review

Unit  27Got it? Quiz Got it? Self Assessment



Unit

3 I will learnHow do plants and 
animals live in their 
habitats?

1  Look and label the habitats. Then number 
the animals and plants to match. 

2  With a partner, think of three words 
that describe each habitat.

3  What do all animals and plants need?
Talk as a class.

1 2 3 4

alligator deer cactus coral

Think!
How is a giraffe like a zebra?

Plants and Animals

28 



Lesson 1 . What are some 
parts of animals?

1  Read and underline four things animals 
need. Look at the picture. What need does 
the chipmunk meet? Say. 

Animal Needs

2  Read and label the animals.

Animal Body Parts

beak

Key  Words

 29Let’s Explore! Lab



30 

3  Read and make a list of ways animals protect themselves.

Staying Safe

claws
spikes horns

poison

4  Look at the pictures of the porcupine fish and circle the statements 
T (true) or F (false).

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

a porcupine fish normally a porcupine fish protecting itself

Ways to stay safe

I Will Know...

Camouflage
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5  Look and label the animals. Then number each description to match.

6  Write camouflage, hard body part, or poison below each description. 

1

4

2

5

3

6

Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 1 Check



32 Unit 3

Lesson 2 . What are the parts of plants? 

1  Read, look, and label the needs that are 
shown. Then draw and label one more 
thing that plants need to grow.

2  Look at the picture and write what will happen to the plants and seeds?

Plant Needs

nutrients

Key  Words

Explore My Planet!
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4  Draw a plant with flowers in your notebook and label all of the parts.

3  Read and number the parts of the plant.

Plant Parts

Think!
What happens if you put 

a plant in a dark closet 
for a week?

1. Roots soil

2. stem

3.

4. 
seeds

I Will Know...
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5  Read, look, and complete the sentences.

Seed Plants

cones

6  Read and look up each flower, fruit, or cone. Draw a picture of each 
one in your notebook.

1. 2. 3.

Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 2 Check



Unit 3 35

Lesson 3 . Where do plants 
and animals live?  

1  Read and underline what a habitat is.

Habitats

habitat

2  Look and complete the sentences with an adjective.

Key  Words

3  Read, look, and draw an ✗ on one 
thing the deer needs.

Forest

Let’s Explore! Lab
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4  Read, look, and circle where fish find food in their habitat.

Ocean

5  Read and fill in the blanks.

Desert

stalks r hump

6  Look and answer the questions.

I Will Know...
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7  Read, look, and circle the plants that grow in a wetland.

8  Read, look, and mark (✓) the 
picture that shows a rain forest.

Rain Forest

Wetland

water lily cactus rose bulrushes

Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 3 Check



Let’s Investigate!
How does water affect 
plant growth?

water

no water

Materials

Plant Observations

Day Water No Water

1

2

4

5

tape

plastic cup 
with water 

2 bean 
plants

38 Let’s Investigate! Lab



Lesson 1

What are some parts of animals?
1  Circle the correct answer.

Lesson 2

What are the parts of plants?
2  Label the parts of the plant.

Lesson 3

Where do plants and animals live?
3  Circle the animals that live in a forest habitat.

Unit 3

Review

 39Got it? Quiz Got it? Self Assessment

How do plants and animals 
live in their habitats?



Unit

4
Body and Growth

I will learnHow do we grow 
and change?

1  Look and number the people in order, from 
youngest to oldest. Then label.

2  What phase of life are you in? What phase are your brothers and 
sisters in? What phase are your parents in? Discuss with a partner.

3  What things can a child do that 
a baby cannot? Make a list as 
a class. 

Think!Think!
Why can’t children 
drive cars?

40 



Lesson 1 . What are the 
stages of human 
development? 

1   Read the text and circle T (true) 
or F (false).

Key  Words

Human Development

development
physical

mental

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

2  Circle three ways you will develop in the next ten years.

 41Let’s Explore! Lab



3  Read and underline three ways infants develop.

Infancy
infancy

coordination

Childhood
childhood

4  Draw yourself doing something you need a lot of coordination to do. 
Write. Then discuss with the class.

42 I Will Know...



5  Read and underline three ways adolescents change.

Adolescence

adolescence

6  Read and match the parts of the sentences.

Adulthood
Adulthood maturity

 43Got it?   60-Second VideoLesson 1 Check



Lesson 2 . How do some parts of our 
bodies change as we grow? 

1  Draw lines from the body parts to where they 
belong on the skeleton.

Key  Words

2  Read and complete the graphic organizer with the steps to catch the ball.

Your Body

heart
brain

stomach
lungs

First Next Last

44 Explore My Planet!



3  Read and circle T (true) or F (false). With a partner, correct the 
false statements.

Brain

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

4  What are your five senses? Make a list with a partner. Then mime one 
sense while your partner guesses what it is.

 45I Will Know...



5  Draw an arrow to show how food moves 
from the mouth to the stomach.

Stomach

6  Why can’t babies eat all types of food? Circle the correct options.

7  With a partner, count the number of teeth 
you have. Discuss why teeth are important. 

This infant is just 
starting to get teeth.

stomach
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9  Draw what this boy’s lungs look like when he breathes in to play 
the trumpet.

8  Read and underline what your 
heart and lungs do.

Lungs and Heart

Oxygen

Sound of a Heartbeat

lung lung

heart
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10  Read and underline one way that your bones help your body work. 

Bones

skeleton

joint

11  Draw an ✗ on the bones that 
protect your heart.

Think! Think!
Why do babies have big heads 

compared to their bodies?

12  Circle three joints in the picture. Then, 
point out as many as you can with the class.
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13  Read. Look and circle the muscles you use to write in your book.  

Muscles

contracting relaxing

14  Read and underline the incorrect word 
in each sentence. With a partner, correct the sentences.

15  Make a muscle in your arm like the boy in the picture. Feel your 
muscle. Is it contracting or relaxing? Discuss with a partner. 
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Materials

knot

Yarn A

Yarn B

knot

fastener

fastener

yarn

Let’s Investigate!
How does your arm work?

1. 
2. 
3. 

model arm pieces
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Lesson 1

What are the stages of human development?
1  Circle the correct answer.

2  Circle the person in the picture 
who is in childhood.

Lesson 2

How do some parts of our bodies change as we grow?
3  Match the body part to what it does. Then look and number 

the pictures.

4  Circle whose skeleton has the most bones?

Unit 4

Review
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Unit

5
Earth’s Materials

I will learnWhat is Earth 
made of?

1  Look and label.

2  With a partner, make a list of animals that live in each environment.  

3  Look and mark (✓) the picture that shows how we can help protect Earth. 
What are other ways we can protect Earth? Talk as a class.

Think!
Why do you think 
the rocks are this 
shape and color?

1

4

2

5

3

6
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Lesson 1 . What are some kinds 
of land and water?  

1  Look and circle the kinds of land 
and water you can see in the picture.

2  Read, look, and circle the answers.

Land and Water

Key  Words
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3  Read and underline the sentence that tells what a landform is.

Landforms
landform

4  Look and match the landforms to their descriptions.

5  Look and draw an ✗ on a hill and circle a valley. Then read the 
descriptions and underline the correct words.

lower higher

lower
higher
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6  Read and circle T (true) or F (false).

The Ocean

ocean

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

7  Read and underline how lakes and 
ponds form. Then label the pictures.

Think!
What do you think the land 
under the ocean looks like?

Lakes and Ponds
Lakes

Ponds
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8  Read, look, and match the pictures to their descriptions.

9  Read and write glaciers, rivers and streams, or both.

10  Look and draw an arrow 
to show the direction that 
the river flows in.

Rivers and Streams
streams

Glaciers

glacier
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Objective: Xxxxxxxxxx. 

Vocabulary: Xxxxxx
xxxxx

Digital Resources: Xxxxxxxx
xxxxx

Lesson 2 . How can people 
help protect Earth?  

1  Look and draw something you can recycle 
in each bin.

2  Read, look, and mark (✓) the things we can do to help the environment. 
With a partner, say which of the activities you do.

Pollution
Pollution

Key  Words

paper metal plastic
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3  Read and match the sentence halves.

Reduce and Reuse

Reduce

Reuse

4  Look and circle the 
item that was reused to 
make the vase. With a 
partner, list three other 
items that could be 
reused to make a vase.

Think!
How does reusing 
paper help protect 
Earth?
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5  Read, look, and match each item to its recycling bin.

Recycle
Recycle

6  With a partner, circle the parts of the 
toys that use recycled materials.
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7  Read and underline how people can protect forest habitats. 
Then answer the questions.

Protecting Plants and Animals

New trees can be homes for animals.

8  Draw and label an animal that might lose its habitat when trees are 
cut down.
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9  Read. Circle the things that can destroy animals’ and plants’ habitats.

A Safe Place

refuge

10  How does a refuge help protect animals? With a partner, circle the 
correct answer.

11  With a partner, look and say 
how learning about animals 
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Materials Let’s Investigate!
How can “polluted” water 
be cleaned?

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Data Table

Type of Water Observations

“Polluted” Water

Tap Water

Polluted Water
(After 5 Minutes)

Filtered Water

“polluted” water 
(prepared 
by teacher)

tap water

hand lens

timer or 
stopwatch

filter assembly 
(prepared 
by teacher)

plastic 
cup

tape

spoon
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Unit 5

Review
Lesson 1

What are some kinds of land and water?
1  Look and match the words with their descriptions.

Lesson 2

How can people help protect Earth?
3  Look and mark (✓) the items that you can recycle in the bin shown.

2  Circle one way glaciers and rivers are similar.

What is Earth made of?
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Unit

6
The Solar System

I will learnWhat are the 
sun, moon, and 
planets like?

1  Look and complete the label for 
each picture. 

2 What can you see in the night sky? As a class, make a list.

3  Why do we need the sun? With a partner, give three reasons.

Think!
Why are some 
stars brighter 
than others?

l a n

s   u
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Lesson 1 . What is the sun?  

1  Which beach has warmer sand? Mark (✓) 
and talk about why with a partner. 

Key  Words

2  Read, look, and circle T (true) or F (false).

The Sun
sun

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

This is what the sun looks like in space.
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3  Read and mark (✓) all the true statements. Check with a partner.

Why We Need the Sun

Light
heat

4  Look, read, and match the pictures with the texts. Then read the 
sentence below and circle all correct endings.
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5  Read and circle the correct answers.

Sun in the Sky

sunrise noon
sunset

low / high
once / twice

high / low
moves / doesn’t move

6  Look and label each picture sunrise, noon, or sunset.

Think! Think!
When it’s cloudy, 
is the sun shining? 
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Lesson 2 . What are the 
moon and stars?

Key  Words

1  Using a white crayon, join the bright stars together in a continuous 
line. With a partner, talk about what the pattern looks like.

2  Read and complete the sentences below.

The Night Sky

star

You can see stars and the 
moon in the night sky.
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3  Read and write what a constellation is.

5  Look at the constellation and draw something you think it looks like. 
With a partner, compare your pictures. 

Constellations

constellation

4  Look and match the constellations to the pictures.

This constellation 
looks like a hunter 

holding a bow 
and arrow.

This constellation 
looks like a lion. 

It is called Leo.
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The Moon

crater

7  Look and draw an ✗ on a crater. Then, with a partner, say what a 
crater is.

Constellations

6  Read. With a partner, make a list of the moon’s characteristics in 
your notebook.

Think!Think! 
Where is the moon 
during the day?
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8  Read and circle T (true) or F (false).

Moon at Night

T / F
T / F
T / F

9  Look and circle the 
full moon. 

10  With a partner, read and talk about why the shape of the moon seems 
to change.

Phases of the Moon

phase

Sometimes you can 
see the moon during 

the day. However, it is 
harder to notice when 

the sun is out.
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Lesson 3 . What is the solar system? 

1  Read, look, and circle the correct answers.

Key  Words

the same color / different colors
seven / eight

the same / different

2  How many planets can you name? In small groups, make a list.

The Sun and 
the Planets

orbit

Think! Think!
Which planet do you think is the 
hottest? Which planet do you 
think is the coldest? 
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3  Read and underline what makes up 
the solar system.

4  Look and circle the planet closest to the sun. Then draw an ✗ on the 
planet that is farthest from the sun.

5  Why does it take Neptune longer than Earth to orbit the sun? Discuss 
with a partner.

The Solar System

solar system

Order the Planets
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Materials Let’s Investigate!
How can you make a model of 
a constellation?
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

safety goggles

pencil

black paper

flashlight

My Constellation
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Unit 6

Review
Lesson 1

What is the sun?
1  Look and circle the sun’s position in the sky at sunrise.

Lesson 3

What is the solar system?
3  Circle the planet with the 

fastest orbit around the sun.

Lesson 2

What are the moon and stars?
2  Circle the name given to a group 

of stars that forms a pattern.

What are the sun, 
moon, and planets like?
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Unit

7
Weather I will learn

How does weather 
change over time?

1  Match the words that describe weather 
with the pictures. 

2  Read the statements and write temperature, precipitation, or drought.

3  What do you do in a thunderstorm? Make a list as a class.

Think! Think!
What is the weather 
like when you can see a 
rainbow?
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Lesson 1 . How can you describe 
the weather?  

1  Look and circle the words that describe 
the picture. Compare with a partner. 

2  Read and circle the statements T (true) or F (false).

Weather

Temperature

T / F
T / F
T / F

3  Look at the weather forecast. Then circle the rainy day and draw an ✗ 
on the hottest day. Discuss how you know with the class.

Key  Words

Weather Forecast

24°C
(75°F)

Tuesday26°C
(79°F)

Monday 21°C
(70°F)

Wednesday
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4  Read. Then draw and label three types of precipitation.

5  Read, look, and, with a partner, think of two words to 
describe how the ground looks. 

Wet Weather

precipitation

Hail

Sleet

Dry Weather

drought

Some places have more dry 
weather than wet weather.
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Lesson 2 . How can you 
measure weather?  

1  Read, look, and draw an arrow on the 
picture to show the direction the wind is 
blowing. Then match the sentence halves.

Key  Words

Why We Measure Weather

Wind

anemometer

2  Look and, with a partner, 
think of three words to describe 
the weather.
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3  Read, look, and match the tools with their descriptions. 

Tools for Measuring Weather

rain gauge wind vane thermometer

4  What measuring tool is useful for each person’s activity? Write 
R (rain gauge), W (wind vane), or T (thermometer).
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5  Read. How do scientists use information about the weather? 
Discuss with the class.

6  Read, look, and draw on the bar graph to show that it rained 10 
centimeters in year 3. Then fill in the blanks.

Predict Weather

Measure the Weather

1 2 3

2
0

4

6
8

10
12
14

16

18
20

A
m

ou
nt

 o
f r

ai
nf

al
l (

cm
)

year

March Rainfall in Baton Rouge, LA

Think! Think!
Why are weather forecasts 

sometimes wrong?
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Lesson 3 . How can you stay safe 
in severe weather? 

1  Look and mark (✓) the picture that shows 
lightning. Then, with a partner, say what 
you think you should do if you see lightning.

Key  Words

2  Read and underline two details about thunderstorms.

3  With a partner, read and circle T (true) or F (false). Correct the false 
statements in your notebook.

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

Thunderstorms

Severe weather
thunderstorm

thunder
lightning

Hail causes about $1 billion dollars in 
damage to property and crops every year.
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4  Read and mark (✓) the types of weather that can occur with tornadoes.

Tornadoes

5  Why is it important to be ready for severe storms? Discuss with a 
partner.

6  Read and match the sentence halves about tornado safety.
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7  Draw an ✗ on the place where this tornado came from. Then read 
the statements and circle the correct options.

thunderstorm clouds / white clouds
lightning / hail

strong / light
quickly / slowly

8  Draw one way you can stay safe in a tornado.

Think! Think!
Why should you stay away from 

windows in a tornado?
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9  Read. Then look and draw an arrow on the picture to show which 
way the wind is blowing.

10  Write the characteristics of tornadoes and hurricanes in one or 
both columns.

11  Read and mark (✓) the things you should do in a hurricane. Discuss as 
a class. 

Hurricanes

Tornadoes Hurricanes

✓
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Materials Let’s Investigate!
What is your weather like?

1. 
2. 

3. 

rain 
gauge

thermometer

Rain and Temperature Observations

Day of the Week Rain (cm) Temperature (°C)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
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Unit 7

Review
Lesson 1

How can you describe the weather?
1  Look at the picture and the forecast for each city. Write the city 

you think the picture corresponds to.

How does weather 
change over time? 

Lesson 3

How can you stay safe in severe weather?
3  Circle two ways to stay safe in a tornado.

Lesson 2

How can you measure weather?
2  Look at the graph and answer the questions.

5

Monday Tuesday Wednesday
0

10

15

20

25

w
in

d 
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d 

(k
ph

)
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Unit

8
Matter I will learn

What is matter?

1  Look and label each item S (solid) 
or L (liquid). 

2  Look and mark (✓) the pictures that show gas. With a partner, say how 
you know there is gas.

3  With a partner, make a list of solids, liquids, and gases that you can 
find at home. 

Think! Think!
What do you think makes 
these hot air balloons fly?
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Lesson 1 . What are solids, liquids, 
and gases?  

1  Read and underline three states of matter. 
Then draw a solid item that is missing from 
the pencil case.

solid

Key  Words

2  Read. Then write solid, liquid, or both.

Liquids
Liquid

This pencil case and 
the objects in it are 
solids.

Solids
states of matter

solid
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3  Look at the pictures and mark (✓) the liquids. Then discuss the question 
below with a partner.

4  Look at the diagram and draw three shapes the liquid takes.

gelatin

milk

bowl

candy

juice

solution

Water and Ice
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Think!Think! 
How are liquids 
and gases alike?

5  Read, look, and draw an arrow to show where there is gas. 
Then circle T (true) or F (false).

Gases
Gas

T / F
T / F
T / F
T / F

6  Look and circle where there is gas. What shape does the gas take? 
Discuss with the class.
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Lesson 2 . What are some ways 
matter can change? 

1  Look. How were the balloons changed? 
Say with a partner.

Key  Words

2  Read and circle one more physical change you can make to a pencil.

Changing Matter

physical change
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3  Read, look, and number to match each material to its changed form. 
Then draw the missing forms.

Mold It, Fold It, Tear It, Bend It

clay

4  Read, look, and, with the class, describe how the dough changed.

Other Ways Matter Can Change

dough

clay pipe cleanerspaper
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5  Look and draw three pieces of fruit that you can see in the fruit salad.

Mix and Separate Matter

mixture

6  Read, look, and draw an ✗ on the picture that shows a solid that sank. 
Then circle the picture that shows evaporation. 

Water Mixtures

Evaporate

water with sand water with salt
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Lesson 3 . How can water change?  

1  How is the ice changing? Discuss with a partner.

Key  Words

2  Read, look, and circle T (true) or F (false).

Changing Shape
Matter

Volume

T / F
T / F
T / F

The same amount of water was used to fill each of these containers.

Container 1 Container 2 Container 3
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3  Read, look, and fill in the blanks.

4  How is ice different from water? 
Look and discuss with the class. 

Water on these 
leaves changed from 

a liquid to a solid.

 

liquid

Effects of 
Temperature
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5  Read and underline three ways that the state of matter can change 
with heat.

Heating Matter

6  Look and label solid, liquid, or gas. Then match each picture with 
its description.

Think! Think!
How is water vapor different from water?
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Materials Let’s Investigate!
How can properties change?
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

measuring 
cup

spoon
water

glue and 
food coloring

borax 
solution

safety 
goggles

Substance Observations

Property Glue New Substance

Color

Texture

State of Matter 
(solid, liquid, gas)
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Unit 8

Review
Lesson 1

What are solids, liquids, and gases?
1  Circle two solids and draw an ✗ on a liquid.

Lesson 2

What are some ways matter can change?
2  Circle the state of matter that takes up all the 

space inside a container? 

3  Look and circle what made the candle melt.

Lesson 3

How can water change?
4  Complete each statement.

What is matter?
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Unit

9
Energy, Motion,
and Force I will learn

How do energy 
and forces make 
objects move?

1  Look and label the noises L (loud) and 
S (soft). Then, with a partner, make a 
soft noise and a loud noise.

2  Look and draw an object that takes a lot of force to move. 

3  Why are some objects harder to move than others? Discuss as a class. 

Think! Think!
Why does a roller coaster 
move so fast?

This apple takes little force to move.
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Lesson 1 . What is sound?  

1  Which objects make a high sound?
Which objects make a low sound?
Look and complete the table.

Key  Words

2  With a partner, think of two more items for each sound.

3  Read and circle T (true) or F (false).

Sound

Vibrate

T / F
T / F
T / F

The drum and 
cymbals make sounds 

when they vibrate.

High Sound Low Sound
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4  Read. Then draw and label an instrument that vibrates to make a sound.

Pitch

5  Look and, with a partner, mark (✓) the instrument that has a low 
pitch and mark (✗) the instrument that has a high pitch. Then complete 
the sentences.

6  What happens if you pluck stretched 
rubber bands? Look and discuss with 
the class.
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7  Why does the tool in the picture make 
a loud sound? Read and mark (✓) the 
correct answer.

Volume

Volume

8  Draw something else that makes a loud sound.

Pitch and Volume
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Lesson 2 . What are motion and force?  

1  Look and draw an arrow to show which way 
the rope is moving.

Key  Words

2  Read, look, and write the motions each object makes.

Motion
Motion

Zigzag
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3  Read, look, and draw an arrow to show how 
the boy will move.

Force
push

pull
force

4  Look and mark (✓) what takes the most force to move. With the class, 
discuss why.

5  Look at the boy hanging on the 
bars. With a partner, say if he 
is using a push or a pull.

A push helps the boy go 
down the slide.

Forces and Movement
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6  Read, look, and complete the sentences.

Direction 

7  Read and underline what speed is.

Fast and Slow, Near and Far
 

8  Look and circle the picture in 
which the soccer ball moves 
farther and faster. With a 
partner, explain how you know.
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Lesson 3 . What are magnets?  

1  Look and mark (✓) the pictures that 
show magnets.

2  Read, look, and circle the objects that are attracted to the magnet. Then 
draw an ✗ on the objects that are not attracted.

Magnets

Attract
Repel

3  Why are some of the objects not attracted by the magnet? Discuss 
as a class.

Key  Words
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4  Read and underline what 
the pole of a magnet is.

Magnet Poles
pole

N
S

Magnets and Movement

5  Look and circle T (true) or F (false).

Put like poles together. 
They repel each other. 
They move away from each other.

Put opposite poles together. 
They attract each other. 
They move toward each other.

T / F
T / F
T / F

6  Look at the picture of the magnets. With a partner, say if the poles 
attract or repel each other.

Think!
Do you think it is useful to 
have a magnet if you drop 
a lot of tacks on the floor? 
Why or why not?
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7  Read, look, and draw an arrow to show the direction the spoon and 
the train are moving in. 

How Magnets Move Objects

8  Draw an object that the magnet could move and an arrow to show 
the direction it would move in.
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Materials Let’s Investigate!
How high will a ball bounce?
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

meterstick

tape rubber ball

safety goggles 

Drop and Bounce Heights

Drop Height (cm)

Bo
un

ce
 H

ei
gh

t (
cm

)
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Unit 9

Review
Lesson 1

What is sound?
1  Circle the instrument that has the higher pitch.

Lesson 3

What are magnets?
3  Read and circle.

attract / repel

Lesson 2

What are motion and force?
2  Look and circle to complete the sentence. Then draw arrows on 

the picture to show the direction in which the ride moves.

How do energy and forces make 
objects move?
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